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Abstract: Information on a crop’s three-dimensional (3D) structure is important for plant phenotyping
and precision agriculture (PA). Currently, light detection and ranging (LiDAR) has been proven to be
the most effective tool for crop 3D characterization in constrained, e.g., indoor environments, using
terrestrial laser scanners (TLSs). In recent years, affordable laser scanners onboard unmanned aerial
systems (UASs) have been available for commercial applications. UAS laser scanners (ULSs) have
recently been introduced, and their operational procedures are not well investigated particularly in an
agricultural context for multi-temporal point clouds. To acquire seamless quality point clouds, ULS
operational parameter assessment, e.g., flight altitude, pulse repetition rate (PRR), and the number
of return laser echoes, becomes a non-trivial concern. This article therefore aims to investigate DJI
Zenmuse L1 operational practices in an agricultural context using traditional point density, and
multi-temporal canopy height modeling (CHM) techniques, in comparison with more advanced
simulated full waveform (WF) analysis. Several pre-designed ULS flights were conducted over an
experimental research site in Fargo, North Dakota, USA, on three dates. The flight altitudes varied
from 50 m to 60 m above ground level (AGL) along with scanning modes, e.g., repetitive/non-
repetitive, frequency modes 160/250 kHz, return echo modes (1n), (2n), and (3n), were assessed over
diverse crop environments, e.g., dry corn, green corn, sunflower, soybean, and sugar beet, near to
harvest yet with changing phenological stages. Our results showed that the return echo mode (2n)
captures the canopy height better than the (1n) and (3n) modes, whereas (1n) provides the highest
canopy penetration at 250 kHz compared with 160 kHz. Overall, the multi-temporal CHM heights
were well correlated with the in situ height measurements with an R2 (0.99–1.00) and root mean
square error (RMSE) of (0.04–0.09) m. Among all the crops, the multi-temporal CHM of the soybeans
showed the lowest height correlation with the R2 (0.59–0.75) and RMSE (0.05–0.07) m. We showed that
the weaker height correlation for the soybeans occurred due to the selective height underestimation
of short crops influenced by crop phonologies. The results explained that the return echo mode,
PRR, flight altitude, and multi-temporal CHM analysis were unable to completely decipher the ULS
operational practices and phenological impact on acquired point clouds. For the first time in an
agricultural context, we investigated and showed that crop phenology has a meaningful impact on
acquired multi-temporal ULS point clouds compared with ULS operational practices revealed by
WF analyses. Nonetheless, the present study established a state-of-the-art benchmark framework for
ULS operational parameter optimization and 3D crop characterization using ULS multi-temporal
simulated WF datasets.
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1. Introduction

In precision agriculture (PA), imaging sensors have been extensively used across vari-
ous platforms, e.g., satellites, aircraft, and manned/unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs),
in outdoor and indoor settings [1–4]. In remote sensing, ground-based indoor/outdoor
environments utilize what is known as proximal remote sensing (PRS), while aerial and
space-borne sensor applications are usually categorized under remote sensing (RS) plat-
forms [5]. PRS typically offers continuous data in restrained locations, concentrating on
individual plants or groups situated in controlled environments [6]. On the other hand,
RS platforms are primarily utilized in open environments for mapping extensive plant
communities across wide areas comprising multiple agricultural experimental plots on
the regional, state-wide, or even national scales [2]. To date, space-borne and aerial RS
platforms in conjunction with PRS have enabled scientists and agronomists to study crop
characteristics in a wide area capacity. RS ensures mapping and monitoring in a wide
area capacity, whereas PRS by and large provides an evaluation counterpart or ground
truth to assess the several complex plant traits and responses [6]. Indoor/outdoor PRS
encounters various constraints, such as confinement to small areas, deployment challenges
in inaccessible regions, and the need for labor-intensive human monitoring to keep sensor
and controlled environments operational [5].

Recently, the advent of commercial unmanned aerial systems (UASs) has bridged
the gap in wide-area mapping [7,8]. UASs, equipped with state-of-the-art sensors, ad-
dress the limitations of PRS by providing very high-resolution (VHR) spatio-temporal
resolutions [5,9]. Currently, UASs are capable of carrying various payloads for mapping
and monitoring the biophysical and geochemical traits of plants with unparalleled spectral,
spatial, and temporal resolutions, allowing for extensive area coverage [7,10]. For the
past several decades, multispectral and hyperspectral imaging has been instrumental in
PA research and development (R & D), mapping, and monitoring crop response to, e.g.,
climate change [11–13]. Among various phenological and geochemical traits, the geometric
attributes of plants, such as height, size, crown area, stem size, leaf area, and leaf orien-
tation, are crucial for investigating crop geometric-dependent functional traits [14–16].
Crops’ 3D characterization using PRS/RS is essential for responding to scientific inputs and
climate change scenarios, thereby supporting (R & D) in phenotyping [5,17]. Traditionally,
field-based manual plant geometric attribute measurements have been considered reliable,
yet they are limited by being time consuming, labor intensive, intrusive, and subject to
human errors [15,18,19]. Therefore, the 3D characterization of a crop’s geometric attributes
in both indoor and outdoor settings has become essential [11].

Photogrammetry-based 3D modeling, VHR multispectral stereo-imagery acquired
from ground-based indoor/outdoor settings or aerial platforms like UASs, has provided
substantial assistance in PA and phenotyping [4,11,13]. Leveraging the principles of stereo-
vision and structure from motion (SfM), photogrammetric techniques facilitate the ex-
traction of the 3D morphology of plants, resulting in detailed 3D colored and textured
meshes and point clouds [8,20]. The term point clouds is used when a plant 3D struc-
ture is constructed using point geometries [8]. In recent times, the use of point clouds,
derived from optical imagery, has shown substantial growth and advancements in PRS/RS
settings [21,22]. Nonetheless, the plant’s vertical structural complexity cannot be fully
understood using VHR optical imagery due to the limited penetration of light through the
foliage [23,24]. Furthermore, optical sensors are constrained by absolute, geometric, and
turbid occlusions caused by plants’ leaves, branches, and stems [25,26].

Compared with indirect stereo-vision techniques, light detection and ranging (LiDAR)
systems comprising a laser scanner, an inertial measurement unit (IMU), and a Global
Navigational Satellite System (GNSS) construct 3D structures using direct geo-referencing
techniques [27]. Direct georeferencing precisely measures the location, geometry, and
orientation of any object using the laser sensor integrated with GNSS and IMU with cm
level ranging accuracies [23,28,29]. Compared with diffused sunlight-based optical sensors,
laser beams of smaller footprints are capable of penetrating through smaller canopy gaps
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to decode the underlying canopy and topography structural complexities [24,30]. In recent
times, with the development of small-size highly precise IMU, GNSS, and laser scanners, the
multisensory integration conundrum onboard UAS systems has become more operational
than ever [22,28,31]. Currently, several affordable UAS laser scanners (ULSs) are available
for commercial applications capable of acquiring high-quality LiDAR point clouds in a
wide area capacity [19,22,32]. LiDAR is proven to be a gold standard in remote sensing
to map and model terrestrial objects in 3D space and time for visualization, analysis, and
geometric attribute mining [33,34]. ULS in PA has recently made it possible to produce
crop 3D models, e.g., digital surface model (DSM) and crop surface model (CHM) at
unprecedented spatio-temporal resolutions [18,35–37]. There are several acronyms used for
laser scanners onboard UASs, e.g., UAV laser scanning (UAV-LS), UAS-LiDAR, and ULS.
We use the term “ULS” in the rest of the article which sounds consistent with other LiDAR
RS platforms, e.g., airborne laser scanning (ALS) and terrestrial laser scanning (TLS).

1.1. Related Work

With the availability of affordable LiDAR sensors onboard UASs, the application
of ULS data collection over agriculture environments has substantially intensified in re-
cent years [1,19,27,38,39]. To one end, ULSs have frequently been used for plant location,
height, leaf area index (LAI), leaf angle, aboveground biomass (AGB), organ-level ni-
trogen concentration, lodging, and farmland microtopography evaluation with various
additional applications [18,19,39–41]. On the other end, ULS operational practices and
quality assessment were evaluated in conjunction with photogrammetric-based point
clouds and/or comparison between different UAS LiDAR sensors in coastal and forest
environments [42–44]. Past studies on ULS operational parameters evaluation have cat-
egorically addressed point densities based on flight altitudes and flight speeds, height
(z) accuracy evaluation, and the comparative evaluation of different ULS sensors. Unlike
forestry and coastal environments, ULS operational parameter optimization over crop
environments has been lacking in past studies [23,45]. Fewer sensor-specific studies, e.g.,
DJI Zenmuse L1, dedicated in this regard use absolute and relative vertical accuracy as-
sessments of acquired point clouds and their derived products, e.g., DEM, DSM, and
CHM have been investigated in the past [32,46–48]. Most of the scientific investigations
depend on the sensor or UAS’s default/recommended operational practices to acquire
point clouds over the agricultural environment. Fewer studies are exclusively established
on understanding the impact of ULS operational parameters on the quality, accuracy, and
vegetation penetration [23,29,35]. Traditionally, point density and multi-temporal CHM
analyses are widely documented to assess the accuracy and quality of acquired point
clouds [19,36,49,50]. Nonetheless, a generalized quality control benchmark framework,
therefore, is necessary to establish a standard approach for ULS operational parameter
optimization considering all possible internal, e.g., UAS/sensor operational parameters,
and external, e.g., geometric/radiometric properties, of crop environments.

1.2. Contributions

The ULS operational parameter optimization, e.g., flight altitude, pulse repetition rate
(PRR), and return echo mode, i.e., how many laser pulses a LiDAR sensor can intercept
given the structural complexity of terrestrial objects, are the most crucial towards seamless
quality data acquisition [23,35,51]. ULS operational parameter optimization over agricul-
tural environments is far from mature [46]. Therefore, the present study aims to assess
the vertical stratification of different crops using DJI Zenmuse L1 multi-temporal point
clouds [52].

(a) We aim to evaluate the overall point densities of multi-temporal point clouds obtained
with varying ULS operational parameters, e.g., flight altitude, PRR, and return echo
mode [53].

(b) Point clouds have frequently been used to obtain CHM to derive crop height met-
rics [36]. Therefore, GNSS-based crop heights were measured in the field to assess the
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accuracy of multi-temporal CHM [36]. Multi-temporal CHM reflect spatio-temporal
changes purely from a crop height (z) perspective; failure to address many external
factors that influence the LiDAR backscatter, e.g., crop phenology, may result in false
observations about canopy heights [54].

(c) To understand external factors influencing the LiDAR backscatter, crop character-
istic ULS waveform (WF) analysis is performed using multi-temporal simulated
WFs [16,55]. WF analysis is designed to address the following: (i) do WFs show the
characteristic WFs of corn, sunflower, soybean, and sugar beet, and in multi-temporal
WFs; and (ii) does phenology influence the WF shapes, resulting in crop height differ-
ences over different crop successional stages? We aimed to consider all internal, e.g.,
flight altitude, PRR, scanning, and return echo modes, and external factors, e.g., crop
type, structural complexity, and phonological stages.

(d) Finally, regarding the vertical information loss for ULS WFs over agricultural envi-
ronments, a comparative assessment is made with benchmark TLS WFs that provide
concurrent detailed vegetation structural information [56–58].

To the best of our knowledge, assessing ULS operational parameters in the context
of internal and external factors influencing LiDAR backscatter over soft targets, e.g., vege-
tation in agricultural settings using simulated WFs is lacking in past studies [27,54]. The
existing methods for WF data calibration, data processing to plant properties retrieval
have gradually been available yet are far from being mature [16]. Nonetheless, the present
research establishes a generalized benchmark framework for ULS operational parameter
optimization in an agricultural context using simulated WFs.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

This study was carried out over an experimental research area of 6597.60 m2 centered
at (96◦49′20′′W, 46◦43′20′′N) with a flat landscape, the elevation of which ranges from
277.50 m to 277.80 m above mean sea-level (M.S.L) in West Fargo, North Dakota, United
States (see Figure 1a,b). The experiment included repeated LiDAR and VHR imagery
observations of corn (Zea mays L.), soybean (Glycine max), sugar beet (Beta vulgaris L.),
and sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) of stagnant growth and changing phenology when
crops were approaching their harvest dates. Moreover, the same crop with different
phenological states offers a unique opportunity to evaluate the multi-temporal ULS point
clouds over diverse crop environments, e.g., dry and green corn (Figure 1c). Moreover,
a substantial portion of the chosen study site consists of bare ground, allowing for the
LiDAR bare-ground point cloud evaluation in an agricultural context (Figure 1c). The
selected sites contain weeds and shrubs among crops appropriate to ascertain the ULS
mapping capabilities over fully vegetated and semi-vegetated landscapes, i.e., ground
partially covered with weeds/grasses [25].

2.2. Data Collection
2.2.1. ULS Survey

DJI Matrice 300 RTK onboard optical and LiDAR sensors were used for repeated UAS
surveys (Figure 1e–g). The DJI Zenmuse L1 equipped with a Livox laser sensor operating
at the wavelength (λ) 1064 nm in near-infrared (NIR) is used to perform ULS surveys
over experimental research sites following the designated flight mission (Figure 1d) [32].
Figure 1d illustrates multiple ULS surveys conducted on a single date, as detailed in
Table 1. To investigate the influence of crop orientation on acquired point clouds, UAS
flight directions such as north to south (NS), east to west (EW), northeast (NE) to southwest
(SW), and southeast (SE) to northwest (NW) were specifically designed. This was important
to assess whether directional impact is evident in acquired point clouds or not. The survey
was carried out at two designated altitudes, i.e., 50 m and 60 m above ground level (AGL)
with a flight speed of 5 m/s and strip overlap of 50% following a similar approach [23,46].
Furthermore, a PRR of 160 kHz and 260 kHz along with one return echo (1n), two return
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echoes (2n), and three return echoes (3n) within each laser footprint were selected. The
details of ULS operational parameters are given in Table 1 [32,46]. In addition, ULS surveys
were conducted on three different dates to assess the temporal offset on multi-temporal
point clouds. Red–green–blue (RGB) camera was operated simultaneously to collect VHR
optical imagery aiding the ULS data analysis and visualization (Figure 1b,c) [8]. Moreover,
the LiDAR sensor operated at a fixed nadir-looking angle for all ULS campaigns to avoid
differences associated with scan zenith angle (SZA) distributions, and spherical losses [54].
Compared with ALS flying at much higher altitudes, e.g., 750 m AGL [54], ULSs flying
at 50 m–60 m AGL, SZA, and spherical losses are trivial given that the LiDAR sensor is
operated at a fixed nadir-looking configuration.
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Figure 1. Study site and acquired datasets. (a) Study site location in North Dakota, USA. (b) Grand
Farm research facility. (c) The areal extent of the study site and sensors used for data collection,
(e) Zenmuse L1, (f) Zenmuse P1, and (g) Livox TLS. (d) shows the UAS mission planning. In (c), blue
dots represent the location of simulated ULS and TLS WFs, yellow dots represent GNSS in situ crop
height measurements, and black triangle and corresponding red half-circle represent TLS stations.

All UAS flights were performed within a time window (12:00–14:00 UTC) under clear
sky conditions with comparable air temperature, humidity, visibility, wind speed, and solar
elevation to minimize the possible offset of environmental factors on the geometric and
radiometric properties of multi-temporal ULS data [54]. Consequently, the differences in
LiDAR backscattered for different dates can be associated with geometric–optical prop-
erties of changing crop phenology and ULS operational practices. Three ULS surveys on
22 September 2022, 26 September 2022, and 27 September 2022, were classified as early,
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intermediate, and late successional stages, respectively. The connotation of early, interme-
diate, and late successional stages is used to explain the phenological influences on the
multi-temporal ULS data. Hence, the given classification would not be mistaken for the
actual crop growth stages which were stagnant during the ULS surveys (Table 1).

Table 1. ULS operational parameters setting for DJI Zenmuse L1 campaigns for early, intermediate,
and late successional stages.

Stage Echo
Mode

Date
Frequency

(kHz)
Scanning Mode

UAS Flight

Altitude Strip
Overlap (%)

Speed
(m/s)

Early
1 22 September 2022 160 Repetitive 50 50 5
2 22 September 2022 160 Non-Repetitive 50 50 5
3 22 September 2022 260 Repetitive 60 50 5

Intermediate
1 26 September 2022 160 Repetitive 50 50 5
2 26 September 2022 160 Non-Repetitive 50 50 5
2 26 September 2022 260 Repetitive 50 50 5

Late 2 27 September 2022 260 Repetitive 60 50 5

2.2.2. GNSS Field Survey

To establish the quality control (QC) of ULS derivative products, e.g., multi-temporal
CHM, a GNSS field survey was carried out using a Trimble Geo7X differential survey-grade
GPS unit to measure the geographic coordinates of each sampling point for different crops,
e.g., dry corn, green corn, soybean, sugar beet, and sunflower [59,60]. GPS-based height
measurements are subject to systemic height error further compounded by geographic and
vertical geodetic transformation resulting in height error of fewer centimeters (cm) [61].
To achieve the best in situ height accuracy, crop heights were manually measured at each
sampling location using a standard measuring pole (see Figure 2d). A minimum of three
observations at each sampling location were made to ensure height accuracy, thereby
eliminating the probability of human error. To minimize crop intrusion leading to plant
structural damages, the crop’s in situ height measurements were taken from locations that
offered easy access to sampling locations, e.g., voids in agricultural plots, walkways, row
spacing, and plot boundaries (see yellow dots in Figure 1c).

The sampling points were then used to extract basic statistics, i.e., maximum, min-
imum, mean, and standard deviation of crop heights. Table 2 shows the total number
of height observations for each crop. For taller crops, e.g., sunflower (n = 14), dry corn
(n = 6) and green corn (n = 10), less plant height variability was recorded; more height
observations were recorded for soybean (n = 16) which showed a higher height variability
(Table 2). Past experiments have shown that several samples (n = 289) of a single crop on a
single date have slight changes in minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation [18].
The basic crop height statistics, e.g., standard deviation found in line with past studies to
ensure that the crop height data were normally distributed and not biased due to a lower
sampling strategy [18,19,41].

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of in situ crop height observations using GNSS and standard measuring pole.

Crop No of Obs.
Crop Height (m)

Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Deviation

Green corn 10 2.14 3.03 2.49 0.30
Dry corn 6 2.15 2.94 2.60 0.30
Soybean 16 0.62 1.00 0.81 0.11

Sugar beet 11 0.37 0.75 0.58 0.11
Sunflower 14 0.78 1.96 1.64 0.33
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2.2.3. Terrestial Laser Scanner

UASs are useful in application settings of wide area mapping to construct 2D and 3D
descriptions of crop environments with unprecedented spatio-temporal coverage [10,18].
LiDAR and optical sensors suffer from geometric occlusions caused by plant stems, leaves,
and branches [23]. Though geometric occlusions are more pronounced for optical sensors, a
comparison with a standard benchmark, i.e., TLS, is necessary to quantify the information
loss of ULSs [62]. TLSs have been witnessed as great tools to measure fine-scale vegetation
attributes [56,63]. TLSs generally operate in PRS space (≈5–10 m), apart from terrestrial
objects, and translates most structural details compared with sensors onboard UASs, thus
have been used as a reference benchmark to assess ULS information loss [57,64,65].

In this study, we used Livox 40 horizon operating at the wavelength (λ) 1064 nm
in near-infrared (NIR) (Figure 1f)—an affordable LiDAR unit in static mode to acquire
3D point clouds at pre-selected locations of each crop, as shown in Figure 1c. Terrestrial
scanners are frequently deployed in two modes: (a) mounted over a vehicle/moving
platform, and (b) attached to a stationary fixed station, e.g., a tripod. The Livox 40 horizon
only offers a non-repetitive mode. However, TLS being operated in static and non-repetitive
mode can acquire far denser point clouds by scanning the same scene for a longer time
than its counterpart ULS. Acquired TLS point clouds over dry corn, green corn, sunflower,
sugar beet, and soybean are shown in Figure 2a–e. Using the reference scale, we assessed
the height (z) accuracy of TLS point clouds of 2 mm when all TLS stations were placed
approximately 5 m apart from the agricultural plots (see Figure 1c). Detailed descriptive
statistics of acquired point clouds are provided in Table 3.
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Table 3. TLS operational parameters along with descriptive statistics of acquired points over five
representative crops.

ID Scanning Mode Crop Pts./m2 Wavelength FOV Range Scan Mode Range
Accuracy

1 Spherical Dry corn 9236.71 1064 nm 70.4 H: 77.4 V 200 m Non-repetitive 2 mm
2 Spherical Green corn 14,557.61 1064 nm 70.4 H: 77.4 V 200 m Non-repetitive 2 mm
3 Spherical Sunflower 4872.45 1064 nm 70.4 H: 77.4 V 200 m Non-repetitive 2 mm
4 Spherical Sugar beet 6072.14 1064 nm 70.4 H: 77.4 V 200 m Non-repetitive 2 mm
5 Spherical Soybean 8615.76 1064 nm 70.4 H: 77.4 V 200 m Non-repetitive 2 mm

3. Methodology
3.1. Data Processing

First, all datasets (Figure 3a) were projected to Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)
coordinates zone 19N. In the pre-processing step, acquired VHR images were processed
using the Pix4D mapping application to obtain orthophotos [66]. The ULS point clouds
were obtained by processing DJI L1 raw data using the DJI Terra software application, and
then strip adjustments between consecutive flight paths were performed to obtain seamless
consistent ULS point clouds [25,54,67].Remote Sens. 2024, 16, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 35 
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Figure 3. An overview of the workflow for ULS operational parameters evaluation and 3D crop
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applications. (c) ULS operational parameter evaluation using CHM and WF analysis.

As shown in Figure 3b, TLS point clouds obtained using the Livox sensor were first
registered with ULS point clouds obtained on the same date, i.e., 27 September 2022, using
control points found in both datasets (see reference scale in Figure 2d) using CloudCom-
pare (https://www.cloudcompare.org/, accessed on 30 November 2022)—an open-source
software application [68,69]. For alignment, we used at least four solid targets located at
different locations in the study area, e.g., light poles and reference scale bar (see Figure 2d).

https://www.cloudcompare.org/
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UAS-LiDAR equipped with Real Time Kinematic (RTK) provided the reference and TLS
point clouds as registration targets. The outlier-noise points then were removed from the
ULS and TLS point clouds using the statistical outlier removal (SOR) filter implemented
in CloudCompare [25,70]. The quality of CHM is directly influenced by the quality of
corresponding derivative products, i.e., DEM and DSM [71]. Multi-temporal ULS point
clouds were classified into ground and non-ground points using the previously published
author’s trained PointCNN model to achieve high classification accuracy [25]. In addi-
tion, a thorough ground point QC was performed to improve the classification results
due to some limitations of the PointCNN model previously mentioned by authors [25].
TLS ground points were manually classified since the PointCNN model was trained for
ULS ground point classification, and thus were not suitable for TLS data. Furthermore,
TLS point clouds cover a smaller area of five representative sites (Figure 1c); therefore,
accurate classification similar to ULS was accomplished using the ArcGIS desktop software
application [25]. Height normalizations of ULS and TLS point clouds were performed
using the lidR programming package [72].

3.2. Derivative Products

CHM are frequently used to estimate crop height metrics of individual plants or area-
based approaches [36]. A CHM is constructed by subtracting a DEM from DSM, allowing
the ground reference to be set to zero so that the plant’s equivalent heights with reference to
in situ crop heights can be computed [73]. Multi-temporal CHM were developed at a fixed
0.12 m grid resolution using the lidR package [25,60,72,74]. The 0.12 m CHM is generated
using a pit-free algorithm which ensures that the generated CHM do not suffer from no
data values [75]. Through experiments, we found that CHM at 0.12 m grid size provides
the highest resolution without data voids (pits) in the CHM raster [72].

3.3. Simulated ULS/TLS WFs

Point clouds are discrete measurements of crop vertical structures compared with
LiDAR (WFs), which captures more information within the laser footprint than the discrete
return mode [16]. Despite its usefulness, LiDAR WF data is comparatively more rare than
point clouds [76]. Nonetheless, aerial and space-borne WF data are well known for forestry
applications and have been rarely used in an agricultural context [16,77,78]. Lacking ULS-
WFs, we simulated WFs for quality control and a 3D crop characterization framework
over agricultural fields using multi-temporal point clouds [79]. A Python-based model
simulating the WFs was developed using a similar approach [76]. The WF simulation
process is described in Equations (1) and (2).

y = I(z) ∗ G(m, n) (1)

G(m, n)= ∑m
i=1 ∑n

j=1 e−
d2

ij
2σ2 e−

(xi−hj)2

2σ2 (2)

In plain text language, y represents the simulated WF within the user-defined footprint.
I(z) represents the Lidar point cloud intensity convolution, i.e., the sum of Gaussian func-
tions G(m, n). The Gaussian convolution is performed within the footprint diameter for all
reflecting surfaces (j-n) for all vertical energy bins (i-m). For example,

(
hj
)

is the elevation of

jth reflecting surface located at a distance
(

dj

)
from the center of the user-defined footprint.

A detailed mathematical formulation of WF simulation can be found at [76]. Frequently, for
simulation purposes, simplified synthetic plant models are developed [80]. To depict more
realistic WFs, various studies directly use point clouds for simulation purposes instead of
unrealistic synthetic plant models [76].

In our simulation framework, each point (x, y, z, i) in the point clouds is a re-
flecting surface of elevation (z) and intensity (i) that contributes to the WF simulation
within a 1 m footprint. The simulation was accomplished for the ULS and TLS point
clouds of corn, soybean, sugar beet, sunflower, and the ground partially covered with
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weeds/grasses [25,46,81]—see Figure 3b. Moreover, the simulations were conducted at
specific site locations where ULS and TLS point clouds overlap with in situ field data to
ensure that crop-specific height correlation and ULS information loss can be quantified
meaningfully (see blue dots in Figure 1c). Given the fact that the ULS and TLS high-density
point clouds experienced a moderate level of noise point clouds (see Figure 2), which
were challenging to eliminate using traditional noise filtering approaches, e.g., SOR [25,70],
Gaussian smoothing was performed to obtain the valid LiDAR echoes, i.e., peak amplitudes
from the top, middle, and bottom of the canopy (Figure 4a,b)—a well-known approach in
aerial and space-borne LiDAR WF data processing [16,77].
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Figure 4. An example of a simulated sunflower WF. (a) ULS-WF simulation with noise. (b) Waveform
Gaussian smoothing to eliminate noise from the signal by leaving the most dominant peak amplitudes
from the top of the canopy’s flowering head (yellow circle), within the canopy (green rectangle), and
ground (red circle).

3.4. Evaluation Approaches
3.4.1. Multi-Temporal CHM Analysis

As shown in Figure 3c, a time-series CHM-based crop height analysis was performed
using in situ crop height using a linear regression model (R2) [19]. Moreover, the root
mean square error (RMSE)—Equation (3)—and mean absolute error (MAE)—Equation
(4)—were computed, where n is the total number of observations, yi is the in situ crop
height measured using GNSS, and ŷi is the crop height obtained from the CHM. To mitigate
any GNSS signal offset in the geographic location of in situ crop height yi, a 1 m buffer was
used to find the best-fit ŷi from time series CHM.

RMSE =
√

(1/n Σ (yi − ŷi)2) (3)

MAE = 1/n Σ|yi − ŷi| (4)

3.4.2. Multi-Temporal WF Analysis

To quantify the vertical changes for multi-temporal simulated WFs, crop relative
height (RH) metrics, i.e., the WF energy quartiles approach is used [80]. Figure 5 shows that
RH metrics quantify the vertical distribution of laser pulse energy along the signal path at
different elevations above mean sea level (M.S.L) by taking the ground peak amplitude
as a reference [82–84]. For example, RH25 represents 25% of the total return energy above
the ground peak amplitude, as depicted in Figure 5a–e [82]. The Gaussian decomposition
(GP) method was used to find the ground peak amplitude in simulated WFs (see red
line in Figure 5a–c) [82]. Pure ground WFs were also simulated using only bare-ground
points (see Figure 5f) and used as a ground reference peak amplitude for RH metric
calculations when ground peak amplitude is weak or invisible in simulated crop-specific
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WFs, which cannot be resolved with the GP method. For example, ground peak amplitude
(solid-red-line) is missing for sugar beet (Figure 5d) and soybean (Figure 5f) where pure
ground WFs were used for RH metric calculations (see Figure 5f) [82]. To establish the
multi-temporal WFs analysis, we used RH10, RH25, RH50, RH75, and RH98 extracted
from multi-temporal simulated WFs of dry corn, green corn, sugar beet, sunflower, and
soybeans, which represent the 10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 98% return signal energy above
the ground peak amplitude, as shown by the dotted green lines in Figure 5a–e. RH100
was excluded from the analysis as it was found to be biased due to some degree of noise
at the leading edge of the LiDAR signal. Past studies have shown that RH98 is a suitable
alternative to RH100 (Figure 5a–e). The RH metrics selection is based on their frequent use
in previous studies [49,82]. RH metrics are generally used for AGB estimation using ALS
and space-borne WFs Li-DAR data [49,82,85,86].
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Figure 5. Examples of crop-specific WFs labeled with RH metrics of RH10, RH25, RH50, RH75, RH98,
and ground peaks (solid-red-line) of the GP method. (a) Dry corn, (b) green corn, (c) sunflower,
(d) sugar beet, and (e) soybeans, respectively. (f) Pure ground WF is used as ground when the ground
peak amplitudes (solid red line) were missing in crop-specific WFs, e.g., (d,e) [80]. Relatively weaker
peak amplitudes at higher elevation (M.S.L) in ground WFs (f) indicate the presence of weeds/grass
above ground.
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For an ideal scenario, multi-temporal ULS surveys over the same area of stagnant
crop growth would result in insignificant differences in RH metric statistics of mean,
median, and standard deviation, given that the ULS operational parameters and geometric–
optical characteristics of the canopy remain unchanged for early, intermediate, and late
successional crop stages. Subsequently, changes in ULS operational parameters and/or
geometric–optical characteristics of crop environment would result in significant differences
in RH metric statistics for multi-temporal ULS surveys. For the first time, we aim to use RH
metrics to quantify the differences in multi-temporal simulated WFs using RH metrics. We
calculated the statistics of minimum, maximum, mean, median, and standard deviation to
quantify the change in multi-temporal ULS point clouds originating due to ULS operational
practices in conjunction with changing phenology.

4. Results
4.1. Point Density Analysis

Point density is a quantitative measure of acquired point clouds, i.e., the number
of points/m2 [46]. Table 4 illustrates the point densities obtained from different ULS
operational parameters. The point densities were quantified in the context of the ULS flight
altitude, PRR, scanning modes, and return echoes modes, respectively.

Table 4. Descriptive statistics of acquired point clouds using different ULS operational parameters.

ID N Mode Date PRR (kHz) Scanning Mode Altitude
(AGL) Pts./m2 Total pts

(Millions).

Early
1 22 September 2022 160 Repetitive 50 590.82 4.00
2 22 September 2022 160 Non-Repetitive 50 345.00 2.34
3 22 September 2022 260 Repetitive 60 533.31 3.70

Intermediate
1 26 September 2022 260 Repetitive 50 912.17 6.18
2 26 September 2022 160 Non-Repetitive 50 285.04 1.93
2 26 September 2022 160 Repetitive 50 609.64 4.13

Late 2 27 September 2022 260 Repetitive 60 473.31 3.20

At the altitude of 50 m AGL, with PRR = 160 kHz, scanning mode = repetitive, the
acquired ULS point clouds at the early successional stage at (1n), and point clouds at the
intermediate successional stage (2n), resulted in total points of 4.00 million and 4.13 million
with point densities of 590.82 pts./m2 and 609.64 pts./m2, respectively. Taking the phe-
nological losses into account, the observed point density at the intermediate successional
stage must be lower than the early successional stage. Nonetheless, the results show that
when the rest of the operational parameters were fixed, the (2n) yielded a point density
a little higher at the intermediate than the (1n) at early successional stages. Moreover,
at the same altitude, i.e., 50 m with (PRR = 160 kHz), (2n), the non-repetitive scanning
mode at the early successional stage compared with the repetitive mode at the interme-
diate successional stage resulted in point densities of 328.81 and 609.64, respectively. We
found that the repetitive scanning mode yields significantly higher point densities than
the non-repetitive scanning mode. In the context of the changing ULS altitude (AGL),
the acquired point clouds at 50 m and 60 m resulted in point densities of 912.17 pts/m2

and 533.31 pts/m2, given that the ULS operational parameters remained unchanged. The
significant differences in the point densities at the different altitudes indicated that the
altitude is a sensitive ULS operational parameter. The reflectance is associated with the
sensor’s altitude, with higher altitudes giving a lower reflectance from the same target
objects—soft (e.g., vegetation) and hard (man-made paved surfaces) targets [23]. We also
found that the ULS with the (3n) configuration receives no more than two peak amplitudes
over crop environments; therefore, operating DJI L1 with the (3n) mode yields similar point
densities as the (2n) mode over agricultural plots. Our results indicate that the scanning
mode and ULS operational altitudes were found to be more sensitive toward point densities
over crop environments. Among the PRR configurations, 260 kHz yielded higher point
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densities than 160 kHz (see Table 4). This is likely that a higher PRR was found to be more
effective in combating occlusion effects [23].

In the context of external factors influencing the acquired point clouds, at 50 m
altitude with the return echo mode (2n), PRR = 160 kHz, and the non-repetitive scanning
mode at the early and intermediate successional stages, resulted in point densities of
345.00 pts/m2 and 285.40 pts./m2, respectively. When all the ULS operational parameters
were kept constant, there were higher point densities early compared to the intermediate
successional stage, which is highly likely due to changes in the phenology of the given crop
environments. A similar point density trend is found with constant operational parameters,
i.e., altitude = 60 m, PRR = 260 kHz, and scanning mode = repetitive for dates early and late
successional stages with point densities of 533.61 pts./m2 and 473.31 pts./m2, respectively.
The point density analysis provided a general insight into the quantitative measure of
acquired ULS point clouds (Table 4). Multi-temporal and spatio-temporal changes in point
densities are therefore difficult to discern using point density analysis alone. To understand
the impact of the ULS operational parameters, point densities, and return echo modes, a
time series CHM analysis is documented in Section 4.2.

4.2. Multi-Temporal CHM Analysis

Table 4 shows that the ULS yields higher point densities regardless of flight altitudes,
arguably providing rich information to generate VHR point cloud derivative products,
e.g., DSM, DEM, and CHM [82]. This section therefore addresses the question of whether
different operational parameters have an impact on ULS point cloud derivative products.,
e.g., time series CHM (see Figure 6).
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crop environments. Crop height underestimation was found to be significant for the 
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Figure 6. Multi-temporal CHM from classified ULS point clouds. (a–h) CHM was generated using
ULS point clouds obtained at altitudes 50 m and 60 m for return modes of (1n), (2n), and (3n) for
early, intermediate, and late successional stages, respectively. (i) represents the crop plot locator for
the sugar beet, grey rectangle; dry corn, blue rectangle; green corn, green rectangle; soybean, brown
rectangle; and sunflower, cyan rectangles, in (a–h) CHM—clockwise order. The color bar represents
the crop’s height above ground level (AGL), with dark brown being the lowest (ground) and green
the highest.
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The time series CHM in terms of the overall crop heights shows similar elevation
ranges for the multi-temporal ULS dataset (Figure 6a–h). However, spatial changes in
CHM were observed within the same period of ULS flights (see red rectangles and blue
triangles in Figure 6a–c). Likewise, multi-temporal changes in crop heights were found to
change over time, e.g., sugar beet and soybean showed a decreasing crop height over time
(see white rectangles in Figure 6b,e,h). Such changes can be understood in the context of
external and internal factors influencing the overall multi-temporal and spatio-temporal
changes in the acquired point clouds.

Figure 6 illustrates that for the (2n) mode, the returns for the top of the canopy
dominated the returns from the underlying ground compared with the (1n) mode, where
the ground returns were more dominant than the crop surface reflectance (see blue triangles
and red rectangles in Figure 6a,c) at an early successional stage. A similar behavior was
observed in the intermediate successional stage where sugar beet, dry corn, and sunflower
showed more ground returns for the (1n) mode compared with the (2n) mode (see red
rectangles in Figure 6e,f), given that the other operational parameters, e.g., flight altitude,
remained fixed. Also, (3n) showed a similar crop reflectance to (2n) for all the crops except
sugar beet, where ground returns were selectively more pronounced (Figure 6a). Similarly,
at a fixed altitude, i.e., 60 m, for the (3n) mode, the ground returns were more pronounced in
the early successional stage over dry corn (Figure 6b) than in the intermediate successional
stage (Figure 6d,e) for (2n) mode, respectively. Nonetheless, the (1n) and (3n) modes
were found to provide deeper vegetation penetration than the (2n) mode regardless of the
differences in data acquisition dates and altitudes (see blue triangles and red rectangles
in Figure 6b,c,e,f). Quite the opposite, only two returns were registered for the (3n) mode
yet with little deeper vegetation penetration than (2n) mode. Compared with the (2n) and
(3n) modes, the (1n) mode provides the highest vegetation penetration for all the dates and
operational parameters—an example is dry corn (see red rectangles in Figure 6c,f).

Overall, a general trend of more ground returns from the shorter crops is observed
compared with the taller crops. Furthermore, the ground returns are more pronounced
for the later dates than earlier dates (See blue and red rectangles in Figure 6d–h). The
preliminary assessment of the ULS operational parameters using multi-temporal CHM
analysis reveals two interesting findings. Firstly, the ULS operational parameters were
found to be sensitive in terms of the canopy and corresponding ground returns. Secondly,
with changing phenology, the ground returns were more pronounced for the shorter
crops, yet it is not fully clear regarding the taller crops whether the ground returns were
influenced by the ULS operational parameters or the changing phonologies of the given
crop environments. Crop height underestimation was found to be significant for the shorter
crops than the taller crops, as shown with the multi-temporal CHM analysis (Figure 6).
Regardless of CHM’s frequent use, only the canopy heights and changes in the canopy
heights can be understood using multi-temporal CHM analysis. To quantify the crop height
discrepancy compared with in situ crop height measurements, a multi-temporal CHM
height analysis is performed and presented in Section 4.3.

4.3. Crop Height Analysis

A linear regression was performed to understand the coefficient of determination
(R2) between CHM and in situ crop heights [83]. Figure 7 illustrates that the overall
multi-temporal CHM height showed good agreement with the in situ crop heights for the
early, intermediate, and late successional stages. The results are in agreement with prior
analyses [19,50].

Figure 7 shows that the overall correlation decreased when differences between the
in situ crop heights and ULS campaigns increased. The crop heights were measured
during the late successional stage on 27 September 2022. The overall strong correlation
between the GNSS and CHM heights suggests that the crop height remained consistent
for all the ULS campaigns. Moreover, given the fact that environmental factors remained
unchanged for entire ULS campaigns (Section 2.2.1), the differences in R2 (1.00–0.99), RMSE
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(0.04–0.09) m, and MAE (0.02–0.07) m are associated with phenological changes and ULS
operational practices during this period (Figure 7a–c). Such differences are insignificant
between consecutive flight campaigns (Figure 7b,c), indicative of a more pronounced effect
of phonologies than operational parameters. However, crop-specific linear correlations, R2,
are important to understand the external factors influencing the quality and accuracy of
multi-temporal ULS surveys. For that reason, the tall crop, e.g., corn and sunflower, and
short crop, e.g., soybean and sugar beet, correlations with the field-measured heights were
investigated.
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4.3.1. Tall Crop Height Analysis

Figure 8 shows the overall coefficient of determination, R2, between the in situ and
tall crops’ CHM heights for the early, intermediate, and late successional stages. The linear
correlation between the in situ and CHM heights showed a good agreement except for
dry corn and green corn at the early successional stage. However, the correlation for the
green corn height was found to be higher than that for the dry corn (see Figure 8a,d). The
sunflowers showed the highest correlation between the in situ and CHM heights with
the R2 (0.99–1), RMSE (0.01–0.03) m, and MAE (0.01–0.02) m for all successional stages
(Figure 8g–i). Our findings of the sunflower height estimates were in line with sensors’, e.g.,
multi-temporal optical and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) satellite data [84]. Sunflowers
with stagnant flowering head growth for three different dates as observed in the field and
height consistencies were expected, as observed in multi-temporal ULS data. A similar
trend is illustrated for green corn (Figure 8d–f), where the (R2 = 0.83–1), RMSE (0.01–0.08) m,
and MAE (0.01–0.06) are observed for all successional stages. However, a large decrease
is observed for green corn (R2 = 0.83) for the ULS data collected in the early successional
stage. A similar but higher discrepancy is observed for dry corn, with the (R2 = 0.69), RMSE
(0.03–0.10) m, and MAE (0.03–0.07) m. While the corn was at a mature growth stage, the
discrepancy in the height correlation at the early successional stage occurred from either
plant degradation or disorientation.

4.3.2. CHM-Based Short Crop Height Analysis

Figure 9c explains that soybeans showed a weak correlation (R2 = 0.59) between
the CHM and in situ plant height in the late successional stage (27 September 2022).
However, the correlation (R2 = 0.74–0.75) was found to be stronger for prior ULS surveys at
the early (22 September 2027) and intermediate (26 September 2022) successional stages
(Figure 9a,b). On the contrary, sugar beet showed a consistent correlation for all dates, with
(R2 = 0.97–1.00), RMSE (0.01–0.02) m, and MAE (0.01) m (see Figure 9d–f). The lower
correlation for soybeans is caused by phenological changes, yet intertwined phenological
changes and ULS operational parameters cannot be resolved using multi-temporal CHM
analysis alone [19].
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Figures 7–9 demonstrate that the multi-temporal CHM compared with the in situ crop
heights can help us to comprehend the overall and crop-specific coefficient of determi-
nation. Nonetheless, multi-temporal CHM analyses are purely based on the geometric
distribution of crop point clouds; therefore, a deeper understanding of a particular crop
response to LiDAR echoes is found to be challenging. Figure 6 shows that CHM can
uncover spatio-temporal and multi-temporal crop height characteristics influenced by
ULS operational practices and phenology. However, untangling the ULS operational prac-
tices and phenology impact on acquired point clouds using CHM analysis offers no clear
explanation.
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successional stages. (d) Sugar beet, early, (e) sugar beet, intermediate, and (f) sugar beet, late
successional stages.

4.4. Multi-Temporal WF Analysis

Figure 10 demonstrates the multi-temporal simulated WFs of dry corn, green corn, bare
ground, sugar beet, sunflower, and soybeans at a 1 m laser footprint. The WFs have typical
multimodal characteristics, i.e., multiple peak amplitudes were observed from the top,
middle, and ground of the crop environments, except for the ground and soybean, where
the WFs were uni-modal. Figure 10 shows three distinct advantages of multi-temporal WF
crop characterization over CHM-based analysis: First, the ULS-simulated WFs showed
distinct WF signatures for dry corn, green corn, sugar beet, sunflower, soybean, and bare
ground partially covered with weeds/grasses. Secondly, the WFs capture the vertical
structural complexity, deciphering spatio-temporal changes more in depth than CHM (see
Figures 6 and 10). Thirdly, the simulated WFs reveal a clearer picture of the ULS operational
practices over changing crop environments, where different sensor parameters showed a
distinct impact on acquired point clouds. All three distinct aspects of the multi-temporal
WF analysis are presented in the following subsections.

4.4.1. Crop Characteristic WFs

Figure 10 shows that the crop characteristic WFs are obtained using simulated WFs
to depict the crop successional stages [78]. The number of peak amplitudes in the laser
pulses show the responses of the different crops over a given time and LiDAR operational
parameters. The taller crops, e.g., dry and green corn, show a distinct WF for the same
date, differentiating the corns’ two distinct radiometric and geometric stages (Figure 10a,b).
The portion of laser pulses reaching the ground was higher for the late successional stage
than the early ULS surveys over the tall crops (Figure 10a,b,e). This is due to multiple scat-
tering and absorption along the traveling path within the green corn causing information
loss resulting in weak or no ground peak amplitudes (Figure 10b). On the contrary, dry
corn showed a dissimilar LiDAR signal backscattered from the middle of the canopy and
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the ground (Figure 10a). Similarly, sunflowers exhibited bimodal characteristic WFs, i.e.,
the larger part of LiDAR backscattered from the top of the canopy and underlying soils
(Figures 4b and 10e). Figure 2 shows the point cloud 3D canopy closure at the late succes-
sional stage, which was better for dry corn and sunflowers than green corn with consistent
phenology [54]. Green vegetation tends to reflect more in NIR at the 1064 nm wavelength,
where the return energy peaks from the top of the green corn were about 100% (Figure 10b),
compared with dry corn, which ranges between 60 and 100% with a decreasing trend for the
intermediate and late successional stages (Figure 10a). On the contrary, for sunflowers, the
peak amplitudes from the top of the canopy remained consistent for all the ULS campaigns
yet increased ground returns were registered for the intermediate and late successional
stages (Figure 10e). For sunflowers, the consistent flowering crown sizes throughout the
ULS survey resulted in no change in the laser pulses from the top of the canopy (Figure 4b).
However, with the changing leaf phenology, more ground returns were registered at the
intermediate and late successional stages.
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Figure 10. Simulated WF normalized height (m) as a function of return energy (%) within different
crop environments. (a) Dry corn, (b) green corn, (c) bare ground containing weeds and grasses,
(d) sugar beet, (e) sunflower, and (f) soybean. The line’s distinctive color represents the dates on
which the ULS data were acquired. The dotted lines represent when ULS operated with (1n), the
solid lines represent (2n), and the dashed line represents (3n) return modes. Green lines for early,
blue lines for intermediate, and red lines for late successional stages.

The bare ground with a small proportion of weeds and soybeans provided simplified
unimodal WFs. The unimodal WFs depict that most of the LiDAR backscatter occurred
from the ground (Figure 10c). The bare ground WF depicts weak peak amplitudes from
the overlying weeds and grass compared with a single strong peak amplitude from the
ground (Figure 10c). Soybeans depict truly unimodal characteristic WFs (Figure 9f). The
most obvious difference between the ground and soybean WFs is the differences in the
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waveform length λ. The ground WFs were more compact in wavelength than those of
the soybeans (Figure 10c–f). The broadening effect of the soybean WFs is highly likely
due to the diffused LiDAR backscattered from the plants and underlying ground. For the
multi-temporal WFs of soybean, the wavelength broadening effect linearly decreases from
the early to the late successional stages, as shown with the shifting waveform wavelengths
towards lower heights. This indicates that for the late successional stages, diffused LiDAR
backscatter resolved to ground return peak amplitudes (see Figure 10c,f). The diffused
LiDAR backscatter of the bare ground and soybean plants was challenging to classify as
ground and non-ground points, as previously documented by authors [25]. The sugar beet
characteristic WFs showed a unique behavior compared to the rest of the crops; the WFs’
shapes remained similar, i.e., typically bimodal for all successional stages, yet there was
dissimilar WF orientation (see Figure 10d). This effect can be explained by sugar beets’ non-
regular and non-Lambertian leaf surface [85], as shown with the field photos (Figure 13j,k).
In addition, the ULS flight planning, as illustrated in Figure 1d, also influenced the LiDAR
backscatter from the non-regular and non-Lambertian leaf surface of sugar beets. This
critical information highlights the impact of directional scanning on ULS surveys over sugar
beet fields (refer to Section 2.2.1). For consistent results, multi-temporal ULS surveys over
sugar beet crops should maintain an identical flight line direction and sensor orientation to
mitigate non-Lambertian behavior.

4.4.2. Crop Phenological Stages

Chlorophyll fluorescence, also known as the solar-induced fluorescence (SIF) content,
increases over time. However, as crops approach their harvest, the photosynthesis rate and
chlorophyll content start decaying. Photosynthesis not only changes spatio-temporally but
also vertically at different rates for different crops. Optical remotely sensed datasets can
reveal such changes in 2D space using traditional approaches, e.g., vegetation indices and
fractional cover [86,87].

For the tall crops, Figure 10a showed that the dry corn experienced the most diverse
LiDAR backscatter compared with its counterpart green corn, which showed a consistent
response to ULS operational parameters over time (Figure 10b). Compared with green
corn, dry corn shows that LiDAR backscatter is more dominant from the top of the canopy
than the underlying soil for the first ULS survey at the early successional stage, as shown
with the green lines, than the following ULS survey conducted in the intermediate and
late successional stages, as shown with the blue and red lines in Figure 10a. Over time,
with a changing phenology, the LiDAR backscatter decreased from the top of the canopy
and increased from the underlying soil (see Figure 10a). On the contrary, green corn with
an almost consistent chlorophyll content showed almost consistent backscatter for all the
successional stages (Figure 10b). Similarly, sunflowers also indicated a similar trend in the
LiDAR backscattered from the top of the canopy; however, the backscattering from the
underlying soil became more dominant over time (Figure 10e).

For the short crops, e.g., soybean, a consistent shift in the crop height is observed over
time, as shown with the green, blue, and red WFs in Figure 10f. This trend indicates changes
in the phenological state of soybean, e.g., for an earlier successional stage, diffused LiDAR
backscatter occurred, which resolved for the dominated ground peak amplitudes (see solid
red lines in Figure 10c,f). A similar trend is visible for the LiDAR backscatter from the
bare ground containing small weeds (Figure 10c). The present study therefore highlights
the significance of using simulated WF ULS data to quantify the phenological stages of
different crops given that the simulated WFs were generated by taking the laser echo
intensity information into account [81]. For that reason, simulated WFs more effectively
utilize the geometric and radiometric properties of terrestrial objects, e.g., vegetation [88].

4.4.3. Influence of ULS Operational Parameters

Table 4 summarizes the different ULS survey configurations to acquire high-density
point clouds over different crop environments with rigorously changing crop phenology
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stages, i.e., from green to dry. In the context of ULS operational parameters, the single return
(1n) and three return (3n) modes provided a deeper vegetation penetration compared with
the double return (2n) mode (see dotted and dashed lines in Figure 10). On the contrary, the
(2n) mode yields a higher number of returns from the top of the canopy than the (1n) and
(3n) mode (see solid lines in Figure 10). Figure 6 shows that CHM has better crop heights
modeled using the (2n) mode than (1n) and (3n) modes, thereby reflecting more crop
surface features than the underlying ground. The field-acquired TLS point clouds depict
that canopy gaps are insignificant for the shorter crops than the taller crop environments
(Figure 4d,e). Therefore, row spacing and plant spacing distances become essential for
the successful phenotyping of short crops using ULS data. In the context of elevation (z)
accuracy evaluation for multi-temporal ULS datasets, there is a short offset between ULS
point clouds acquired at the same date with different operational parameters. The offset
can be attributed to the scan line error, which can be resolved by strip adjustment [25];
however, a small degree of offset remains in the processed LiDAR point clouds which is
insignificant. For example, see the green lines in Figure 10f.

4.5. Statistical Change in RH Metrics

Figure 11 illustrates the graphical visualization of the quantitative change in the
RH metrics of the multi-temporal simulated WFs, and descriptive statistics of the mean,
median, minimum, maximum, and standard deviation are presented in Table 5. The
energy distribution of the crops top-to-bottom showed two distinct patterns. For RH50
to RH98, a consistent and similar trend is depicted by all the crops (Figure 11c–e), which
indicates that the top half of the crops showed a consistent change in the multi-temporal
ULS campaigns for the three successional stages. For RH50-RH98, green corn showed the
lowest differences in the geometric and radiometric response to LiDAR backscatter for
the early, intermediate, and late successional stages (Figure 11c–e). The minor differences
for green corn as indicated by the violin and box plots can be attributed to differences
in the ULS operational parameters, e.g., the PRR, altitude, and scanning mode (Table 2).
Sunflower and sugar beet showed similar shapes and sizes of the violin and box plots,
indicating a consistent response to LiDAR incident pulses. However, the overall return
energy budget was higher for sunflowers than sugar beet, respectively. On the contrary,
a slightly higher return energy budget for dry corn than sugar beet can be attributed to
differences in the volumetric responses, which are higher for dry corn than sugar beet.
Meanwhile, for soybeans, the highest energy budget differences were found among all
crops. The RH metrics revealed that the soybean response was substantially different
within the vertical strata of the crops.

In terms of statistics, soybeans showed the highest standard deviation (5.74, 6.68, and
6.19) for the upper half of the canopies, i.e., RH50, RH75, and RH98, respectively. Dry corn,
sunflower, and sugar beet showed similar trends with standard deviations within the range
(2.99–3.97). On the other end, differences in the return LiDAR backscatter were lowered for
sugar beet and green corn (see Figure 11a). Detailed descriptive RH metric statistics are
provided in Table 5.

4.6. ULS Crop Characteristic Information Loss

Three-dimensional crop characterization from two different platforms, i.e., ULS and
TLS, provides various insights into vegetation structure, deciphering the occlusion ef-
fect caused by the plant structural elements, leaf area, leaf orientation, and LAI [89,90].
Nonetheless, crop characteristic WF analysis was performed and compared with the TLS
data acquired in the late successional stage to validate the following aspects of the ULS
data: (a) Height (z) accuracy and consistency. (b) Information loss from the top, middle,
and bottom of the canopies [90]. (c) Investigating crop characteristic WF differences. It
should be noted that both ULS and TLS have onboard Livox laser sensors operating at
1064 nm; therefore, the direct comparison of sensor-specific WFs requires no additional
laser intensity calibration/normalization at this stage of analysis.
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Table 5. Descriptive statistics of mean, median, minimum, maximum, and Std. Dev. For crop-specific
RH metrics extracted from simulated WFs of multi-temporal ULS data. Figure 11 illustrates the
graphical representation of RH metrics.

RH Metric Crop Mean Median Minimum Maximum Standard
Deviation

RH10

Dry corn 5.37 5.77 0.98 8.01 2.43
Green corn 9.99 10.12 8.87 10.48 0.50
Soybeans 8.50 9.85 4.59 11.36 2.79
Sugar beet 2.98 2.95 2.72 3.24 0.16
Sunflower 7.33 6.99 3.42 10.12 2.24

RH25

Dry corn 19.99 20.02 14.20 22.99 2.92
Green corn 25.22 25.33 24.22 25.89 0.47
Soybeans 8.50 9.85 4.59 11.36 2.79

Sugar beet 10.34 11.76 2.96 14.11 3.58
Sunflower 21.94 21.89 14.48 25.13 3.40

RH50

Dry corn 45.05 45.03 38.98 47.98 3.04
Green corn 50.34 50.28 49.55 51.29 0.56
Soybeans 16.68 19.12 4.59 22.66 5.74
Sugar beet 35.59 35.90 27.91 39.76 3.61
Sunflower 47.37 47.63 38.96 51.70 3.81

RH75

Dry corn 69.99 69.97 63.93 72.97 3.07
Green corn 75.76 75.75 74.41 77.31 0.84
Soybeans 39.30 40.52 24.67 49.08 6.68
Sugar beet 59.97 60.76 54.12 64.40 3.16
Sunflower 73.04 72.96 63.91 76.82 3.97

RH98

Dry corn 92.86 92.89 86.86 95.82 2.99
Green corn 97.91 98.05 96.85 98.27 0.45
Soybeans 58.94 58.98 44.73 66.05 6.19
Sugar beet 82.64 83.13 75.77 86.92 3.31
Sunflower 94.96 94.90 86.86 98.61 3.62
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4.6.1. Crop Height (z) Accuracy

The WF comparison between the ULS and TLS showed that both LiDAR sensors
showed a consistent crop height accuracy for the taller crops, e.g., dry corn, green corn,
and sunflower (Figure 12a–c). For the short crops, e.g., sugar beet and soybean, the ULS
underestimated the crop heights compared with the TLS data (Figure 12d,e). Among all
the crops, Figure 12e showed the highest information loss from the top of the canopies
(0.4 m) observed for soybeans, which is evident from multi-temporal CHM and height
correlation analysis (see Figures 6 and 9a–c). Figure 12d shows that for sugar beet, the ULS
ground peak has a broadening effect in wavelength compared to TLS; the broadening effect
is due to the diffused LiDAR backscatter from plants and underlying ground for the ULS
survey in the late successional state—a similar effect that was caused by slope surfaces on
space-borne LiDAR WFs [80]. Figure 12e illustrates that the ULS and TLS ground peaks
have good agreement, while the ULS experienced no peak amplitudes from the soybean
canopy at the late successional stage. The multi-temporal ULS WFs in Figure 10e shows
that the height underestimation is attributed to a differential phenology for entire ULS
campaigns; however, past studies have shown that the TLS performance was not affected
by phenological stages [64].
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Figure 12. WF analysis of different crops at 1 m footprint level for the same date and phenology
stages using simulated TLS and ULS WFs. (a) Dry corn, (b) green corn, (c) sunflower, (d) sugar
beet, (e) soybean. In subplots (a–e), the green line depicts the TLS, and the red line depicts the ULS
simulated WFs at 1 m footprint for the datasets acquired on 27 September 2022. The shaded grey area
in the subplots shows the return energy representing the range (40–60)% for the reference.

4.6.2. Information Loss Assessment

For the taller crops, e.g., green corn and sunflower, the information loss for the ULS
from the middle of the canopy is more pronounced for green corn and sunflower compared
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to dry corn (Figure 12a–c). To quantify the response, from the middle of the canopy, the
grey shaded area in Figure 12 indicates the (40–60)% portion of the return energy. The
shaded grey area indicates that there were almost no strong peak amplitudes from the
middle of the canopies for the ULS compared to the TLS (12a-c). For the short crops, a
similar trend is found for soybean but contrasts for sugar beet, where the canopy tends
to reflect more in the ULS than the TLS (see Figure 12d). This trend can be attributed to
the leaf orientation as the leaf size stays the same within the same canopy over the same
area. Past studies have shown that sugar beet leaf is non-Lambertian in terms of the surface
reflectance [85]. Compared with the TLS, the ULS showed stronger peak amplitudes of
the laser pulses over green corn and sunflower. It is likely that the ULS experiences less
geometric occlusion than the TLS from the top of the canopy [91]. Most of the information
loss for the ULS system is attributed to geometric occlusion caused by narrower rows and
plant spacing. Therefore, reducing the information loss for the ULS, plant spacing, and row
spacing are major contributing factors (see Figure 4).

4.6.3. Comparative Assessment of Crop Characteristic WFs

The ULS and TLS characteristics of the WFs showed similarities and differences, as
illustrated in Figure 12. Dry corn experienced less geometric occlusion, and the charac-
teristic WFs from the ULS and TLS showed similar shapes, yet the occlusion effects were
found to be higher for the ULS than the TLS (see Figure 12a). On the contrary, green corn
and sunflower experienced dissimilar occlusion effects, causing quite dissimilar WFs. The
highest dissimilarity was found within the canopies where multiple strong peak amplitudes
were registered for the TLS rather than ULS (see Figure 12b,c). Among the short crops,
sugar beet showed typical bimodal WF shapes originating from the ULS and TLS (see
Figure 12d). However, due to the leaf size and leaf angle of orientation, a more pronounced
LiDAR backscatter peak amplitude from the top of the canopy is observed for the ULS
than the TLS [85]. A typical soybean crop characteristic WF was found using the TLS
(see Figure 12e) compared with the ULS, which provided unimodal characteristic WFs
for all the ULS campaigns (see Figure 10e). This is due to the reason that almost all the
ULS laser pulses were lost from the top of the soybean canopy and even quite weak peak
amplitudes (i.e., return energy < 25%) were registered by the TLS stationed 5 m away from
the canopy (see Figure 1c). The LiDAR backscattered from the ground showed similar
coinciding peak amplitudes for the ULS and TLS, representing ground returns for all the
crops (Figure 12a–e). However, the ground peak amplitudes were found to be weakest
for green corn (Figure 12b) and diffused for sugar beet (Figure 12d). The diffused LiDAR
backscatter occurs when the vertical distance between the sugar beet leaves and the ground
is lower than the LiDAR range resolution. The range resolution is a common problem with
ALS data to generate high-accuracy DEM and is generally caused by low foliage, bushes,
and sub-shrubberies [92].

5. Discussion

CHM analysis has been frequently used to assess the agreement between LiDAR-
measured and in situ crop heights [19,50]. This has been a classical approach to quantify
the underestimation of crop heights measured using ULS [18,19,50]. We showed that the
crop height underestimation for multi-temporal LiDAR occurred due to crop phenology,
e.g., soybean and sugar beet (Figure 13g–k).

For multi-temporal ULS campaigns, phenological changes are responsible for differ-
ences in radiometry and geometry given the fact that radiometry and geometry are inter-
twined in LiDAR RS [54]. Therefore, height underestimation, specifically short crops, e.g.,
soybeans and sugar beet, was substantially caused by differential phenology rather than
the ULS operational practices, which was cross-validated using a TLS (see Figure 12d,e). In
theory, the ULS should result in similar heights for the different crops, yet the height under-
estimation is notably dissimilar for the tall and short crops (see Figures 8 and 9). The field
photos are indicative that the crop phenology has substantially changed while the heights
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remained almost similar, e.g., soybean in Figure 13h,i. Consequently, the height estimation
of a particular crop, e.g., soybean was indicative of apparent changes that could be falsely
attributed to actual changes in the crop height using multi-temporal ULS data [18,19,50].
We showed that the multi-temporal CHM analysis must be performed with caution, taking
the radiometric–optical properties into account. Figure 12 shows that the late-season ULS
data collection contributes to substantial errors in the data analysis (Figure 6e,f) due to the
selective underestimation of a particular crop gene (Figure 8). Past studies have indicated a
weaker correlation of the short crop heights compared with the ground truth, yet have not
reached a reasonable conclusion [19]. Therefore, with multi-temporal simulated ULS WFs,
phenological changes can be quantified in 3D space (see Figure 11).
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Figure 13. Multi-temporal ULS point clouds with RGB coloring and intensity information for
(a) early, (b) intermediate, and (c) late successional stages. The RGB coloration of point clouds
indicates the difference in phenology at a different time, while intensity information describes the
radiometric–optical changes over time, with deep brown representing lower reflectance at 1064 nm
and bright colors indicating higher reflecting crops. (d) Field photo of dry corn in early, (e) dry corn
in late, and (f) green corn in late successional stages. (g) Soybean at early, (h) at intermediate, and
(i) at late successional stages. (j) Sugar beet at early and (k) late successional stages.
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Topographic LiDAR sensors are objectively designed to operate in the near-infrared
(NIR) portion of the electromagnetic spectrum (EMS), whereas healthy vegetation has
a higher reflectance and low transmittance in the NIR region; therefore, most of the
transmitted laser pulses are backscattered, e.g., green vegetation (see black rectangles in
Figures 6a–h and 13a–c). For that reason, LiDAR sensors operational in the NIR regions
would have greater influences on the height underestimation of the changing phenology
in crop environments [86,87]. In PA, a multispectral or dual wavelength ULS can solve
the selective underestimation of crop heights [1,10,65]. The other contributing factors, e.g.,
leaf size, shape, and leaf angle of orientation are the contributing factors toward height
underestimation, e.g., the soybean leaf size is substantially smaller than sugar beet, con-
tributing more towards height underestimation (Figures 12e and 13g–i). However, this
change is more serious near the harvest dates than the earlier dates, as shown with the
multi-temporal WFs (Figure 10f). The crop’s spectral behavior therefore can be quantified
with multi-temporal WF analysis alone (Figures 10 and 12).

On the data processing end, CHM analysis involves point cloud classification, e.g.,
crop and ground points [19,25,74]. Ground points are then used for derivative products,
e.g., DEM/DTM, DSM, and CHM. Inaccurate ground point classification highly likely con-
tributes towards the under-/over-estimation of CHM heights when some of the crop points
are classified as ground points or ground points are classified as crop points [25,47,49,93].
Furthermore, a wide variety of ground point classification algorithms have been devel-
oped; therefore, the choice and algorithm parameter optimization is a challenging task
for ULS high-density point cloud classification [25]. The WF analysis showed that the
LiDAR diffused backscatter from soybean and the underlying ground was challenging to
differentiate between the ground and plant (see Figure 10f). To deal with diffused backscat-
ter, bare-ground WFs (see Figure 10c) can be used as a valid reference to measure crop
heights when the microtopography of the underlying crop surface is not important [93,94].
Our investigation showed that the CHM analysis has proven useful in deciphering the
multi-temporal and spatiotemporal changes in crop height (Figure 6), however, an in-depth
3D crop vertical stratification is limited using the traditional CHM approaches.

Differential CHM, i.e., subtracting the early successional stage CHM from a late
successional stage CHM have been used to quantify spatio-temporal changes in plant
height, yet this approach does not account for vertical stratification within the canopies [95].
Figure 10 shows that WF analysis has been proven to be a robust approach to quantify spatio-
temporal changes within the canopies. In the context of information loss, the TLS performs
better than the ULS in crop environments with changing phenology. Though sugar beet
and soybeans are short crops with comparable heights, both have significant differences
in phenology, leaf sizes, and leaf orientations. A ULS operating at 50 m AGL suffers
more information loss compared with a TLS operating at 5 m [23]. Nevertheless, a TLS
operating at lower altitudes, e.g., 5 m, experiences more occlusions than a ULS operating
at higher altitudes, e.g., 50 m. Our results were in line with past studies investigating
crop height estimation using TLS data [64]. Particularly, short crop height estimation was
found to be an effective approach by using TLS data for the entire growing season [96].
TLSs can effectively capture more ground and crop points over short crops, giving distinct
peak amplitudes for plants and underlying ground, whereas for ULSs, diffused LiDAR
backscatter was found over the short crops [40]. Generally, segmentation and classification
in crop environments is a challenging task when multi-temporal ULS point clouds are
available [25,97,98]. Thus, crop classifications and segmentation using crop characteristic
WFs are one of the applications of the proposed 3D crop characterization framework.

Multiple returns echo, e.g., first, second, and third, can capture more information
about the structure of the canopy and the ground surface [99]. For instance, the first
return (1n) may represent the top of the canopy, while subsequent returns, e.g., (2n), (3n),
may indicate mid-canopy or ground level. More complex vegetation structures, such
as those with a dense canopy, will result in more varied return energy profiles across
different return numbers. In the context of return from the ground, the highest peak
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amplitudes from the ground are observed for the (1n) mode with overall lower point
densities (Table 4). Figure 10 illustrates that green corn (see Figure 13f) compared with
dry corn (see Figure 13d,e) showed the least ground peak amplitudes for the (2n) and
(3n) modes. The highest peak amplitudes from the ground are found against the (1n)
mode (Figure 10b). This trend is true for the rest of the crop types (Figure 10a–f) including
the ground returns from the ground surface (Figure 10c). Higher ground returns from
underlying crops are useful to generate high-accuracy DEM models [93]. In the complex
crop environment, DEM accuracy becomes important to generate accurate CHM (Figure 6).
We showed that a ULS WF mode with a nominal footprint of 1 m can provide deeper crop
penetration, registering more than three returns for tall crops and at least two returns for
short crops (see Figures 10 and 12). On the other end, a ULS discrete mode with a nominal
footprint of 12 cm (e.g., DJI Zenmuse L1) is unable to provide more than two returns given
the fact that the entire laser pulse is either reflected from the top, middle, or bottom of the
canopies in rare cases where a pulse encounters two surfaces at different elevations, i.e., top
of the canopy and ground [66]. Nonetheless, discrete ULSs are in frequent use to acquire
point clouds in a wide area capacity at unprecedented spatio-temporal resolutions [25,27].
Currently, traditional approaches, e.g., point density/CHM have been adopted to extract
crops’ structural attributes [18,19,49]. To this end, our investigation showed that the
proposed benchmark workflow of simulated WFs therefore can fill this gap, i.e., the absence
of a ULS WF mode. Likewise, the generalized benchmark simulated WF workflow advances
the understanding and application of WFs LiDAR data, thereby setting the stage for a
next-generation ULS WF mode [16,22,66].

In plant phenotyping, WF analysis reveals useful information to help one decide the
plant spacing and row spacing so that optimal plant vertical stratification can be obtained
using simulated WF-ULSs. Figure 13j,k show that sugar beet plants were tightly packed,
causing substantial occlusions to incident laser pulses. For that reason, diffused LiDAR
backscatter from the underlying ground occurred (Figure 10e). This study also investigated
and showed that if the crop phenological stages remain the same (e.g., green corn), the
vertical backscatter from the crop will remain almost unchanged (see Figures 10b and 11).
Finally, the RH metric statistical analysis showed that phenological influences are more
pronounced than the ULS operational parameters (see Figure 11). Though phenological
influences on ALS data have been investigated in the past [54], our study therefore sheds
new light on phenological influences on ULS data.

6. Conclusions

In recent years, ULSs have advanced from custom-built prototypes to readily available
survey-grade, turn-key precision agriculture (PA) solutions. In this article, we focused
on multi-temporal ULS-simulated waveform (WF) analysis, which revealed significant
insights into crop phenology and height estimation.

One of our key findings was that the multi-temporal ULS-simulated WF analysis
explained the consistent crop height underestimation, especially during the intermediate
and late successional stages. Moreover, our study highlighted that the shorter crops, e.g.,
soybeans, suffered more pronounced height underestimation compared to the taller crops,
e.g., corn and sunflower. This selective height underestimation in the multi-temporal ULS
data shed light on the impact of crop phenology on DJI Zemanse L1 operational practices.
Traditional multi-temporal canopy height model (CHM) analysis, while informative about
spatiotemporal changes in ULS point clouds, proved less effective in deciphering the
individual influence of the ULS operational parameters and crop phenological changes.

Our research highlights that phenological influences have a more significant effect on
acquired ULS point clouds than ULS operational practices. Subsequently, we recommend
specific DJI L1 operational parameters, including a PRR of 260 kHz, the use of the repetitive
scan mode, and the (2n) mode to achieve higher point densities from canopy tops in crop
and grass environments. We found that the ULS point density analysis did not serve as the
best proxy for assessing ULS operational practices compared with simulated WF analysis.
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The multi-temporal WF analysis, on the other hand, provided contradictory results in
comparison to the traditional point density analysis. For example, the (1n) return echo
mode yielded lower point densities but higher ground returns from underlying soils. This
information proves instrumental when accurately deciphering underlying ground features,
such as DTMs, and time series CHM analysis is important.

Nevertheless, ULS point clouds are frequently collected, and the use of WFs in agri-
cultural contexts is an evolving approach. Our study therefore established a framework
for simulating point clouds into WFs for crop 3D characterization. Although our research
was based on DJI LI UAS laser scanning, the benchmark framework we developed can be
applied to evaluate and assess the operational performance of other UAS laser scanning
systems. We also found that consistent crop phenology in the study area resulted in almost
identical WFs. However, variations arise when the crop’s radiometric–optical properties
change over time, such as during phenological shifts. This insight can help establish a
standardized timeline for ULS operations and data collection.

Additionally, we investigated the extent of information loss with ULS compared to
Terrestrial LiDAR Systems (TLSs). Our study revealed that ULSs experience substantial
information loss within canopies due to occlusions caused by plant stems, leaves, and
branches. We concluded that designing appropriate row and plant spacing for phenotyping
applications can mitigate the occlusion effect. Notably, broad-leaf plants, such as sugar
beet, experienced more occlusion compared to small-leaf plants like soybeans.

While our study has provided new insights into ULS operations in crop environments,
further experiments covering larger study areas with a wider variety of crop types are
needed. Additionally, it is important to note that our investigation focused on multi-
temporal ULS data using a fixed scanning angle from a nadir-looking LiDAR sensor. The
impact of changing scanning angles on the acquired ULS point clouds remains unexplored
in this article.
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